
Preface 

THERMODYNAMICS, KINETICS AND PROCESS CONTROL 

The study of equilibrium is crucial for identifying the state a system strives for. 

Thermodynamics provide the means to define equilibria from the condition of minimal 

energy. In this way phase diagrams can be established. Phase diagrams for binary 

systems for example show which phase or phases is or are to be expected at 

equilibrium as a function of temperature and composition at constant pressure, in 

accordance with Gibbs' phase rule. Heat treaters and surface engineers are frequent 

users of such tabulated phase diagrams as possible aids to understand the path followed 

by a material when subjected to a certain treatment in order to obtain a desired 

microstructure. 

Reaching a state of equilibrium is not aimed for in general. As a matter of fact a 

process is often terminated in practice at a stage where the material concerned is far 

from equilibrium. Hence, the kinetics of material processes should be known to be able 

to arrive at a fuH control over the microstructure (e.g. governing the occurring phase 

transformations). 

The present state of affairs in the field of heat treatment and surface engineering 

may be summarized as follows: 

(i) the fundamentals of thermodynamics for binary systems are, more or less, well 

understood, but for ternary and in particular many component systems only more or 

less phenomenological approaches exist1, and 

(ii) the knowledge of kinetics is fragmentary and in many cases from phenomenological 

origin (e.g. the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami equation for phase transformations)2,3. 

Is is easy to predict that the emphasis in future research will be on the kinetics of the 

occurring processes, thereby pursuing to establish a nonobvious link with the 

corresponding thermodynamics. An example of the type of surprises that may then lie 

ahead of us is the following. It bas often been thought that at a transformation front 

near "local equilibrium" prevails, i.e. the compositions at both sides of the interface are 

practically as prescribed by the equilibrium to which the system tends (e.g. see phase 

diagram). However, in contrast with the commonly adopted view, recent results 

indicate that this does not appear to bold in general for transformations in iron-carbon 

alloys. On the other hand, the kinetics of thennochemical processes as carburizing and 

nitriding may be described by imposing the "local equilibrium" assumption at the 

surface of the workpiece and layer/substrate interfaces. 

Command of kinetics requires control of process parameters. An illustrative 

example of what can be achieved is provided by the gaseous carburizing process. By 

measuring the oxygen partial pressure in the furnace atmosphere by using a solid-state 
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electrolyt ("oxygen sensor") on-line control of the developing carbon

concentration/depth profile in the workpiece is possible. The commercial success of this 

approach stimulates similar developments for other treatments. Thus a break-through is 

anticipated in the field of gaseous nitriding and nitrocarburizing. The nitriding potential 

can be controlled via the partial pressure ratio PH2olpH2 (through the oxygen partial 

pressure as measured by the "oxygen sensor"), recognizing that a small amount of H20 

is always present in ammonia gas employed in heat treatment practice (or a small 

amount of H20, or 02, could be added deliberately). The development is discussed at 

length in issues of the journal Harterei-Technische Mitteilungen in 1993 and 1994. This 

progress has a peculiar and instructive facet for those performing research at university 

laboratories (which includes this author): they usually put a lot of effort in avoiding the 

presence of oxygen in nitriding atmospheres, which may well have been an important 

reason for the relatively late moment of time of this achievement. 

The present-day computational force has certainly enhanced greatly the interest and 

activity in modelling of the thermodynamics and kinetics of heat treatment and surface 

engineering. Computer-aided predictions of residual stress profiles, hardenability and 

distortion are presented on the basis of some model for the occurring phase 

transformations. Progress is limited by the lack of numerical data ("material constants") 

to put into the models for application to materials used in practice. "Simply" measuring 

the character traits of practical materials, as exhibited by, for example, transfer and 

diffusion coefficients, is in order. 

These proceedings provide a frozen picture of the current knowledge and 

technology on heat treatment and surface engineering. On comparing the proceedings of 

this second, "Dortmund" conference, with those of the first, "Amsterdam" conference4
, 

it becomes apparent that progress in this field is fast: for example compare the numbers 

and contents of the papers on "modelling". Therefore I do hope that these proceedings 

will be considered as useful by those active or interested in this classical field of 

materials science and engineering. 
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Editorial Notes 

As compared to the proceedings of the first Heat Treatment and Surface 

Engineering Conference many more contributions, as submitted, satisfied the issued 

"notes of authors" and I felt it unnecessary to indicate this time in the Table of Contents 
I 

which contributions were modified by me. However, in rare cases authors believed it to 

be justified to exceed the allotted number of pages with even a factor of two and more. I 

tried to truncate these manuscripts as well as possible or, if I considered this 

impossible, I rejected the contribution. Keynote and invited papers were allowed to 

occupy more space, as the authors concerned knew in advance. 

The subdivision in chapters more or less resembles the one of the previous 

proceedings. The papers have been arranged in each chapter in an order primarily on 

the basis of logic of the sequence, unavoidably biased by my personal preferences. 

E.J. Mittemeijer 




